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Abstract

Wolves are recolonising human-dominated landscapes, which increases conflicts as people express

fear based on the perception that wolves are dangerous and unpredictable. Increasing knowledge

about behavioural responses of wolves towards humans might improve appropriate management

and decrease conflicts. Nowadays, behavioural responses can be monitored with high-resolution

GPS data.  I conducted trials in which wild,  GPS-collared wolves were approached by humans.

Based on these trials, I developed a standardised method for extracting variables such as flight

initiation and resettling using statistical process control (SPC). Furthermore, I conducted a pilot

study exploring the first  results  of experimental human approaches on wolves using GPS data.

Experimental approach trials were conducted on six individual wolves over two years within three

wolf territories along the border between Norway and Sweden.

In this thesis, I compared two statistical process control methods for determining the flight initiation

distance (FID) during wolf approaches: the upper control limit (UCL) and the changepoint method.

The FID is often used to describe the magnitude of an animal’s response to a disturbance. Both

methods performed similarly well for detecting the flight initiation. However, changepoint analyses

increase reproducibility and comparability for this type of studies. Additionally, I used changepoint

analyses to determine the moment of resettling. In the pilot study, I used changepoint analyses to

extract both flight initiation and resettling.

Human-caused disturbance could result  in  anti-predator  behaviour,  even in apex predators.  The

intensity of the flight response may be a function of the wolf’s perception of risk. Therefore, I

measured flight distance, displacement, speed and straightness as measures of flight intensity. For

17 wolf-human interactions  within this  pilot  study,  I  found a correlation  between longer  flight

duration, distance, displacement and higher speed, indicating that these are associated with higher

flight intensity. Two observers rather than one, wind blowing away from the wolf, and a higher

noise level resulted in higher flight intensities, suggesting a combined effect of detectability and

perceived risk. Additionally, I found that the perceived risk might be affected by horizontal cover,

as wolves that were more concealed stayed longer at their initial site. Generally, the wolves’ flight

patterns  diverted  away  from the  observer  and  none  of  the  wolves  were  seen  or  heard  during

approach  trials.  Future  studies  might  inform conservation  and  management,  as  human-wildlife

conflicts are increasing. Increasing knowledge of wolf behaviour towards humans might improve

coexistence with carnivores.

Keywords: Canis lupus, animal behaviour, human-carnivore, wolf, spatio-temporal
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Sammendrag

Rekoloniseringen av ulv i et menneskedominert landskap har resultert i økt konflikt mellom vilt og

mennesker.  Noen  mennesker  opplever  frykt  basert  på  en  oppfatning  av  at  ulven  er  farlig  og

uforutsigbar.  Økt  kunnskap om ulvens  atferdsrespons  når  mennesker  er  i  nærheten,  kan  bedre

forvaltning av ulv og redusere konflikten. Ulvens atferdsrespons kan nå måles ved hjelp av GPS-

data  med  høy  romlig  og  temporær  oppløsing.  Jeg  har  gjennomført  eksperimentelle

tilnærmingsforsøk  på  ville,  GPS-merkede  ulver.  Basert  på  disse  forsøkene  har  jeg  utviklet  en

standardisert metode for å hente ut variabler som når og hvor ulvens flukt startet og sluttet ved hjelp

av statistisk prosesskontroll (SPC). Jeg gjennomførte også en pilotstudie som utforsker de første

resultatene  fra  de  eksperimentelle  tilnærmingsforsøkene  på  ulver  ved  hjelp  av  GPS-data.

Tilnærmingsforsøkene ble gjennomført på seks forskjellige ulver over to år i tre ulveflokker langs

grensen mellom Norge og Sverige.

I denne studien har jeg sammenlignet to SPC-metoder for å definere de fluktinitierningsavstandene

(FID)  i  løpet  av  tilnærmingsforsøkene,  nemlig  øvre  krontrollgrense  (UCL)  og

endringspunktanalyse. FID er ofte brukt for å beskrive intensiteten til et dyrs fluktrespons. Begge

metodene ser ut til å fungere like godt for å oppdage fluktinitieringen, men endringspunktanalyser

øker repeterbarheten og sammenlignbarheten med andre studier. Jeg brukte endringspunktanalyser

for å definere når flukten sluttet. I pilotstudien brukte jegBegge metodene ser ut til å fungere på

samme måte for å oppdage fluktinitieringen.  endringspunktanalyser for å definere både når flukten

startet (FID) og når den sluttet. 

Menneskelig forstyrrelse kan forårsake antipredatoratferd, også hos toppredatorer. Intensiteten til

fluktresponsen  kan  forventes  å  øke  med  økt  opplevelse  av  fare.  Jeg  målte  derfor  strekning,

forflytningsavstand,  hastighet  og  retthet  for  hver  flukt.  For  17  interaksjoner  mellom  ulv  og

mennesker  i  denne  studien  fant  jeg  en  positiv  sammenheng  mellom  fluktvarighet,  distanse,

forflytning  og  hastighet,  noe  som  tilsier  at  disse  faktorene  kan  være  assosiert  med  høy

fluktintensitet.  To observatører i  stedet for én,  vindretning bort fra ulvene og høyt støynivå var

forbundet med høyere fluktintensitet. Jeg fant også indikasjoner på at ulvens opplevelse av fare ble

påvirket av horisontal dekningsgrad da ulver som lå mer skjult ble liggende lenger før de flyktet.

Generelt trakk ulvene seg vekk fra observatøren, og ingen ulver ble sett eller hørt under forsøkene. I

fremtidige  studier  kan  slik  informasjon  hjelpe  til  i  avgjørelsesprosesser  innenfor  naturvern  og

naturforvaltning for å minke konfliktene mellom mennesker og vilt. I tillegg kan økt kunnskap om

ulvens atferd når mennesker er i nærheten forbedre sameksistensen med rovdyr.

Stikkord: Canis lupus, dyrs atferd, menneske-rovdyr, ulv, romlig-temporær
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1. General introduction

As a result of European legislation, wolves (Canis lupus) are recolonising areas in Europe (Chapron

et al., 2014). Increasing conflicts arise as wolves are entering human-dominated areas, although

wolf attacks on humans are rare (Penteriani et al., 2016; Kuijper et al., 2019). Some people express

fear based on a perception that wolves are dangerous and unpredictable  (Johansson et al., 2012;

Ordiz et al., 2013a), resulting in people experiencing a diminished quality of life and increasing

conflicts in wolf management.  Studies suggest segregation between human activities and wolves,

both in space and time, might be the key for coexistence  (Kuijper et al., 2019; Rio-Maior et al.,

2019).  However,  other  studies  suggest that  improving information  about  risk-enhancing human

behaviour, and preventive measures might reduce conflicts  (Røskaft et al., 2007; Penteriani et al.,

2016). Negative attitudes towards wolves are not only related to fear, but also due to predation on

livestock and pets, and the mistrust of managing authorities  (Heberlein,  2012; Johansson et  al.,

2012).  Regardless  of  the  source  of  the  conflict,  increasing  knowledge  about  wolf  behavioural

responses towards humans might improve management actions, as potential risk-enhancing human

behaviours could be determined.

Nowadays, the use of telemetry for movement ecology studies is widespread. GPS movement data

is used, e.g. for studies of predation (Zimmermann et al., 2015), species interaction and competition

(Wikenros et al., 2010; Eriksen et al., 2011), distribution (Chapron et al., 2014), and human-animal

interactions  (Moen et al., 2012; Ordiz et al., 2019). This relatively new technology provides the

opportunity  to  study  behavioural  reactions  of  wolves  with  high  precision  and  spatio-temporal

resolution when experimentally approached by humans. Modern GPS collars allow re-programming

to  one-minute  positioning  intervals,  which  results  in  spatial  data  with  a  high  spatio-temporal

resolution.

As recently shown in brown bears (Ursus arctos), experimental approaches increase knowledge

about individual  behavioural  reactions  when approached by humans.  Such studies have already

been conducted on brown bears  (Moen et al., 2012; Ordiz et al., 2013b; Sahlén et al., 2015), moose

(Alces alces)  (Viljanen, 2019), lynx (Lynx lynx) (Sunde et al., 1998), red deer (Cervus elaphus)

(Sunde et  al.,  2009b),  buzzards  (Buteo buteo)  (Sunde et  al.,  2009a),  and wolves (Canis lupus)

(Karlsson et al., 2007; Wam et al., 2012, 2014). Experimental approaches provide information on

initial reactions of animals (Moen et al., 2012; Sahlén et al., 2015), their behaviour across different
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study areas (Moen et al., 2018), identifying long-term behavioural effects on animals (Ordiz et al.,

2013b), and  specific  behavioural  processes,  such  as  the  potential  habituation  to  humans  after

repeated encounters (Ordiz et al., 2019).

Based  on  experience  from previous  studies  on  experimental  human  approaches  on  animals,  I

developed  a  standardised method  to  extract  variables  from positioning  data  of  an  approached

animal, such as flight initiation distance and resettling. The development of a standardised method

to extract basic variables increases the reproducibility and provides the opportunity for comparisons

of wolf responses between populations and across different study areas. Based on this method, I

conducted a pilot study to explore the first results of experimental approaches on wolves while

collecting movement data at a high spatio-temporal resolution.

I divided my thesis into two chapters. In chapter I, I developed a standardised method to extract

wolf  flight  initiation  and  resettling  positions,  as  a  contribution  to  the  development  of  a  new

standardised protocol for approach studies  (Eriksen et al., in prep).  In chapter II, I described the

initial flight response of wolves to experimental human approaches, and I explored the effects of

different variables, such as the number of observers and wind direction, on the flight response. Both

chapters  share  data  collection  methods.  Therefore,  I  first  introduce  the  general  methods  of

conducting experimental approaches on wolves. The developed method and the pilot study in this

thesis  can  be  a  useful  tool  to  improve  our  knowledge  about  wolves’ responses  to  human

disturbances  along  anthropogenic  gradients,  which  in  turn  should inform  conservation  and

management.
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2. General methods

I based both chapters on the same field data. The data collection followed the protocol as described

in this method section.  

2.1 Study area and animals

The study area is located along the border between Norway and Sweden. It  includes  two wolf

territories  (Varåa  and  Juvberget)  south  of  Trysil  (Norway)  (61°02'N,  12°18'E),  and  one  wolf

territory  (Magnor)  near  Charlottenberg  (Sweden)  (59°55'N,  12°11'E).  The  landscape  is  mainly

dominated  by  Norway  spruce  (Picea  abies)  and  Scots  pine  (Pinus  sylvestris),  with  a  lower

abundance of birch (Betula pubescens, B. pendula) and aspen (Populous tremula). The intensively

managed forests consist of a mosaic of stands with different age classes, with an extensive network

of forest roads  (Sand et al., 2008). The human population density around Magnor is higher (10

inhabitants per km2) compared to the area around Varåa and Juvberget (2 inhabitants per km2)

(Statistisk sentralbyrå, 2020). In the area, moose is the most important prey for wolves and is found

throughout the study area (Zimmermann et al., 2014; Sand et al., 2016).

Over two years, six wolves were captured and equipped with Vectronic VERTEX Plus GPS collars.

The captures were part of the yearly wolf collaring conducted by the Scandinavian Wolf Research

Project (SKANDULV) and the Interreg-funded border wildlife project (GRENSEVILT). The wolf

captures  took  place  in  the  winters  of  2018  and  2019,  and  followed  the  ethically  approved

procedures  as described by  Arnemo & Evans (2017).  In 2018, both scent-marking adults  from

Varåa and Juvberget were collared. In 2019, both adults from Varåa were recaptured and recollared,

as well as the female from Juvberget. The Juvberget male was found dead in November 2018, and a

new male  was identified  in  December  2018  (Wabakken & Maartmann,  2019).  The new scent-

marking male in Juvberget was collared in 2019. The male in Magnor was collared as  a pup in

Norrsjö (Sweden) in early 2018, then dispersed (November 2018) and settled in Magnor (December

2018). In the winter of 2018-2019 the Varåa territory had a scent-marking pair and no pups. In the

Juvberget  territory,  three  pups  were  counted  in  May  2018.  However,  none  of  the  pups  were

detected during the monitoring period from 1 October 2018 to 30 March 2019.  (Svensson et al.,

2019; Wabakken & Maartmann, 2019). In the winter of 2019-2020, both the Varåa and Magnor
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pairs were accompanied by 3-5 pups each, whereas the Juvberget pair had no pups (Wabakken et

al., 2020).

2.2 Field protocol

Experimental human approaches on the GPS-collared wolves (from hereafter approach trials) were

conducted between August and December 2018, and between August 2019 and January 2020. The

fieldwork was approved by the Norwegian Food Safety Authority (FOTS ID 15370) and the Animal

Welfare  Ethics  Committee  of  Uppsala,  Sweden  (ref.  5.8.18-13246/2019).  The  approach  trials

followed the standardised field protocol, as developed by Eriksen et al., (in prep): 

Days of the approach trials were divided into three periods. 1: The preparation period lasted from

08:00 to 12:00 local time (10:00 – 12:00 in 2018) and had 10-minute positioning intervals. 2: The

approach period lasted from 12:00 to 14:00 local time and had one-minute positioning intervals. 3:

The post-disturbance period lasted from 14:00 to 17:00 (14:00 – 15:00 in 2018) and had 10-minute

positioning intervals. The 10-minute positioning intervals during the preparation period were used

to determine the location of the wolf before the start of the approach trial. The one-minute intervals

during approach trials gave the possibility for extracting the flight initiation with higher precision

and provided fine-scale data  for the initial  flight  response.  The 10-minute positioning intervals

during the post-disturbance period were used to capture the entire  flight  period and to identify

resettling. The duration of the preparation period in 2019 was extended for logistical reasons to

increase the likelihood of receiving updated wolf positions prior to the approach trial. Additionally,

the duration of the post-disturbance period was extended to increase the likelihood of capturing the

entire flight until resettling.

Figure 1 illustrates a spatial representation of an approach trial. The wolf starting position (WSP)

was determined before the start of the approach trial using the last 10-minute GPS position, or if

available, one of the first one-minute GPS positions. The observer starting position (OSP) was set at

a minimum of 1000 metres from the WSP, the passing position (PP) was located 50 metres from the

WSP, and the observer end position (OEP) was at least 500 metres after the PP.
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Figure  1: Illustration of a spatial representation of an approach trial.  OSP = observer starting position, PP = Passing

position, OEP = observer end position, WSP = wolf starting position, AR = approach route, PD = passing distance, SD =

starting distance (Eriksen et al., in prep)

The observer used a handheld GPS and initiated the track-log with one-second positioning intervals

at OSP. The observer walked towards the OEP, passing the PP at an average walking pace. When

one observer was conducting the approach trial, this person was not talking but did not make an

effort  to be quiet.  When two observers were conducting the approach trial,  they talked to each

other. While the observer continued walking, variables were noted at the OSP, PP and OEP, which

included  the  time of passing,  temperature,  wind direction  and strength,  precipitation,  humidity,

horizontal vegetation cover (ground to waist, waist to head, and above head), vegetation noise and

habitat type. From the OEP the observer circled back to the vehicle (or OSP) avoiding the WSP and

saved the track-log.  In order to collect flight data at a  high  temporal resolution, approaches were

only conducted if the observer passed the passing position at least 10 minutes before the approach

period ended.

PD
90O

AR

OSP

WSP

PP
SD OEP
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3. Chapter I

Developing a standardised method to extract wolf flight initiation distances and

resettling positions using statistical process control (SPC) 

3.1 Introduction

Statistical process control (SPC) is a collection of different methods of quality control to achieve

process stability and monitoring in order to improve quality  (Montgomery, 2007). Even though

SPC was originally  developed for quality control  in manufacture processes,  it  has adaptions in

various fields of research, such as medicine and human health  (Chen & Gupta, 2011; Je et al.,

2018), economics  (e.g. Lavielle & Teyssière, 2007), genetics  (Chen & Gupta, 2011), climatology

(e.g. Reeves et al., 2007), and oceanography (Killick et al., 2010). This also includes the field of

ecology,  where  it  is  used  to  determine  a  change  in  a  particular  phase,  e.g.  animal  movement

(Gurarie et  al.,  2009; Moen et  al.,  2012; Patel  et  al.,  2015; Evans et  al.,  2016a),  physiological

changes such as body temperature and heart rate  (Mustonen et al., 2012; Evans et al., 2016b), or

reproductive events (Nordli, 2018).

Most notable in the history of SPC is the Shewhart control chart, developed and described in detail

by Walter A. Shewhart in the early 1920s (Shewhart & Deming, 1939; Montgomery, 2007). The

basic principle behind the Shewhart control charts is that a stable process stays within a certain

limit  of variability,  as variation is always present, however, when those limits  are violated,  the

process is considered out-of-control. The limits  are called upper control limit  (UCL) and lower

control limit (LCL).

Aside from the control chart method, another SPC method more commonly used nowadays is the

changepoint  model  (Hawkins  et  al.,  2003).  This  approach  defines  moments  in  time  that  the

statistical properties of a process change compared to the previous state. Underlying algorithms are

developed  to  calculate  the  changes  and  validate  the  likelihood  of  a  change  happening

(Montgomery, 2007; Killick et al., 2016; Chen & Gupta, 2011; Truong et al., 2020).

When animals are exposed to a disturbance, their decision of leaving or staying depends on the

perceived risk, balanced against the cost associated with leaving. Optimally, the animal’s response
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should maximise survival and the chance to reproduce. However, the response might be affected by

previous experience and individual variation (Beale, 2007; Milleret et al., 2019). When the distance

between a disturbance and an animal decreases, the risk of staying increases (Ydenberg & Dill,

1986; Lima & Dill, 1990; Cooper & Frederick, 2007). The distance between a disturbance and an

animal at the moment that the animal leaves is often referred to as the flight initiation distance

(FID) and is used as a parameter to describe the magnitude of the animal’s response, e.g. to an

approaching human  (Moen et al., 2012; Ordiz et al., 2019).  The moment of flight initiation also

indicates the moment at which the animal’s flight response started, and therefore forms the basis for

extracting relevant variables, e.g. flight speed, distance, and straightness. For detecting the flight

initiation, two methods of statistical process control can be used, i.e. Upper Control Limit (Moen et

al., 2012; Sahlén et al., 2015; Ordiz et al., 2019) and changepoint analyses  (Killick et al., 2012,

2016; Viljanen, 2019).

As  GPS-collared  animals  move in  the  landscape,  the  movement  can  be  described  with  speed,

calculated  from the distance  and time between consecutive  GPS locations.  Whereas  low speed

indicates little or no actual movement (stationary state), higher speed indicates movement (non-

stationary state). Low speeds recorded within the stationary state are due to the GPS measurement

error or minor animal movement (Ordiz et al., 2019). The movement speed gives the possibility of

using SPC to identify a change in the animal’s current state from its movement in time and space

(Moen  et  al.,  2012;  Ordiz  et  al.,  2019).  However,  for  reproducibility and  the  ability  to  make

comparisons  between  studies,  a  standardised  method  for  extracting  FID  and  returning  to  a

stationary state (resettling) in studies of animal responses to a source of disturbance, such as an

approaching human, is needed.

In  this chapter,  I aimed to (1) develop a standardised method for extracting flight initiation and

resettling  using SPC, (2) compare two different  SPC methods for extraction of flight  initiation

(UCL and changepoint analyses), and (3) describe the use of changepoint analyses to define the

resettling  position  of  the  animal  after  the  approach  trial.  I  used  approach  trials  on  wild,  GPS

collared wolves to develop the standardised method. This method can be a useful tool to improve

our knowledge about  animal  responses  towards  direct  human disturbances  and to  compare  the

responses across different areas, e.g. with varying levels of anthropogenic impact. Therefore, the

developed  method  was  used  in  chapter  II  of  this  thesis  for  conducting  a  pilot  study  on  the

responses of wolves.
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3.2 Methods

The data collection for this chapter followed the field protocol for conducting approach trials on

GPS-collared wolves, as described in the general methods.

Data preparation

For all  analyses,  I  used the software R  (R Core Team, 2019) within the interface of R-Studio

(RStudio Team, 2016). The data from wolves and observer were extracted and trimmed to a period

from 12:00 to 17:00 with the dplyr package (Wickham et al., 2019). Time and date formats were

handled with the  lubridate  package  (Grolemund & Wickham, 2011). Time was corrected to time

zone GMT+01:00, as approach trials during daylight saving time were in GMT+02:00. I visually

assessed the data by plotting and animating individual approach trials with the  ggplot2  package

(Wickham, 2016) and the  MoveVis  package (Schwalb‐Willmann et  al.,  2020).  I calculated the

Euclidean distance between consecutive wolf positions. The speed was calculated by dividing the

distance by the difference in time (seconds) multiplied by 60, which resulted in speed in metres per

minute (m/min).

Observer-wolf distance

I calculated the shortest distance between the observer and the wolf from the GPS data with one-

minute resolution. I used the rgeos package (Bivand & Rundel, 2019) to transform the coordinates

from the observer data to a projected coordinate system (WGS84/UTM zone 33N). I joined the

observer data with the wolf data based on the date and time using the dplyr package (Wickham et

al., 2019). If the observer data was lacking positions, in cases of when the observer track was not

recorded with one-second intervals, I used the data.table  package (Dowle & Srinivasan, 2019) to

select the nearest observer position in time related to the wolf positions. After that, I calculated the

Euclidean distance between simultaneous wolf and observer positions and selected for the shortest

distance.  

Flight initiation defined with Upper Control Limit

To define the distance at which the wolf moved away from the approaching/passing observer using

the one-minute resolution GPS data, I used the wolf speed (m/min). Even a stationary wolf may

show  some  movement  in  the  GPS  data  and  thus  speed,  due  to  the  GPS  measurement  error.
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Therefore, I calculated the variance of speed among stationary wolves to calculate the upper control

limit following the process of SPC, as described by Montgomery (2007), Moen et al. (2012), and

Ordiz et al. (2019). To create control data with stationary wolf movement speed, I extracted wolf

GPS data out of successful approach trials  when the wolves were not moving, based on visual

inspection of the data. In addition, I used data from days when collars were programmed for an

approach trial,  but the approach trial  was not carried out. I checked visually with QGIS  (QGIS

Development Team, 2019) if a wolf was stationary before I extracted the positions. I transformed

speed by (log((speed+1)*100) to reach normality and fitted a linear model. I used speed+1 to avoid

infinitive in the data caused by zeros. To calculate the UCL I used the intercept (β0), standard error

(t),  degrees  of  freedom  (df),  residual  variance  (s2),  and  the  number  of  control  days  (n)

(Montgomery, 2007; Moen et al., 2012; Ordiz et al., 2019), in:

UCL=β0
+t 0.95 df∗√(s2

(1+
1
n
))

Equation 1

In total, I extracted control data from the 26 interactions plus six days, where no approach trial was

carried out when the collars were scheduled for an approach trial (total n = 32). I extracted the first

30 minutes of consecutive one-minute GPS data if visual inspection indicated no movement. In five

cases, I used only 15 minutes due to observed movement. This resulted in a total of 998 data points

reflecting speed from six individuals during a stationary, not moving, state.

The varying time it takes to acquire a GPS fix as well as occasional missing positions resulted in

time intervals that varied from the scheduled one-minute intervals. This resulted in either higher

(short intervals) or lower (long intervals) estimates for speed (appendix 1). Therefore, the variance

of the speed data was biased and affected the linear model with a substantial increase in variation,

which made it impossible to calculate the UCL. Therefore, I disregarded speed data in the control

group when time intervals between consecutive positions were less than 30 seconds or more than 90

seconds. The control data resulted in a total of 802 data points. For detecting the flight initiation, I
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used the unfiltered data for each approach trial. The flight initiation was defined as the time of the

last  wolf position before the speed exceeded the UCL for at  least  two consecutive positions.  I

calculated  flight  initiation  distance  (FID)  as  the  wolf-observer  distance  at  the  time  of  flight

initiation. The FID was not calculated if the observer has ended the trial (passed the OEP).

Flight initiation defined with changepoint analyses

For  the  changepoint  analyses,  I  adjusted  the  one-minute  wolf  positioning  data  to  a  gamma

distribution by changing speeds of 0 m/min to 0.01 m/min based on the assumption that exactly

zero will be nearly impossible, due to GPS measurement error. Then I applied a pruned exact linear

time  (PELT)  algorithm  with  a  gamma  distribution  on  both  mean  and  variance  with  MBIC

(Modified Bayes Information System) penalty on 95% CI using the function cpt.meanvar from the

ChangePoint package (Killick et al., 2016). I used the MBIC penalty, as the AIC and BIC penalties

are prone to overestimating changepoints (Lavielle, 2005). The flight initiation was defined as the

first changepoint after the observer started the approach trial, and the FID was calculated as the

wolf-observer distance at flight initiation.

Wolf resettlement defined with changepoint analyses

To detect the position where the wolf resettled, I down-sampled the data to 10-minute positioning

intervals  for  the  whole  approach  period  (from 12:00  to  17:00).  I  used  the  data.table  package

(Dowle  &  Srinivasan,  2019) to  create  the  10-minute  positioning  intervals.  I  calculated  the

Euclidean distance between consecutive wolf positions. The speed was calculated by dividing the

distance by 10 minutes,  which resulted in  speed in metres  per minute  (m/min).  To adjust  to a

gamma distribution, I changed speeds of 0 m/min to 0.01 m/min. Then I applied a pruned exact

linear time (PELT) algorithm with a gamma distribution on both mean and variance with MBIC

penalty on 95% CI using the function cpt.meanvar from the ChangePoint package (Killick et al.,

2016). Resettling is initiated during the first changepoint after the flight initiation at a 10-minute

interval  resolution.  Therefore, I  defined  the  position  after  this  changepoint  as  the  start  of  a

stationary period (resettlement).
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3.2 Results

Overview of approach trials

In total,  17 successful approach trials were conducted over two years, resulting in a total  of 26

individual wolf-human interactions (hereafter written as interactions) on six different individuals.

Out of 26 interactions, the wolf did not leave the initial site, i.e. remained stationary, five times.

Collar performance

Although  the  collars  were  programmed  to  one-minute  positioning  intervals,  failure  to  record

positions every minute regularly occurred. In total, two hours of one-minute positions should result

in  120 positions,  however  regularly  there  were  gaps  of  missing  positions.  This  resulted  in  an

average  of  40±11  missing  positions  per  approach  trial.  Gaps  encompassed  on  average  3±1.3

missing positions.

UCL and changepoint analyses results

The obtained UCL for the speed between stationary and flight was 20.7 m/min (Figure 2A). Flight

initiation with UCL could be detected for 21 out of the 26 interactions. In five cases, the wolves did

not  exceed  the  UCL  of  20.7  m/min, and  therefore  no  flight  was  detected  (Table  1).  With

changepoint analyses, the flight initiation could be detected for 20 interactions (n= 26). For six

interactions changepoint analyses did not detect changepoints within the time of the one-minute

positioning intervals  (during the trial  period).  Therefore,  I could not define a moment of flight

initiation (Table 1, Figure 2B).
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics for the FIDs (flight initiation distances) detected with UCL (Upper

Control Limit) analyses and changepoint analyses. FID is the distance in metres between the wolf

and the observer at the flight initiation.  Flight are the total number observer flights with UCL

analyses, changepoint analyses and by visual inspection.

Figure 2: Visualisation of the detection of flight initiation of a wolf during an experimental approach trial. Flight initiation

was detected based on wolf speed calculation from GPS positions using (A) UCL (Upper Control Limit) analyses and (B)

changepoint analyses with change in mean and variance. The second changepoint in B shows a change in speed, however, this

does not indicate the resettling.
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Difference between UCL and changepoint analyses

The difference in FID between the changepoint analyses and UCL was not significant (Wilcoxon

signed-rank test: V = 29, p = 0.48). On average, the FID calculated with changepoint analyses was

6.5 metres longer. For twelve interactions, the calculated FID was the same. For eight interactions

there was a difference, where for six interactions the FID with changepoint analyses was longer

(mean = 38 metres) and for two interactions the FID for changepoint analyses was shorter (mean =

49  metres) compared to UCL (Figure 3). In the 20 interactions, when the flights were identified

with both SPC methods and visual  inspection,  no consistent  bias in the two methods could be

observed. Hence, both methods seem to reflect the flight initiation without consistently over- or

underestimating the timing of the flight initiation. 

Changepoint penalties

In one  interaction, the changepoint  analysis  did  not  detect  changepoints.  However,  both  visual

inspection and UCL analyses indicated that there was indeed a flight response. Therefore, I  reran

the  changepoints  analysis  using  the  AIC  penalty  instead  of  the  MBIC  penalty  to  define

changepoints  for  this  interaction  (Figure  4).  This  resulted  in  two changepoints, where the  first

Figure 3: Density plot for the flight initiation distances (FIDs) of wolves during experimental approach

trials identified using changepoint analyses (dashed line) and upper control limit analyses (UCL) (solid

line).
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changepoint reflects the flight initiation. The FID was 58 metres, while for the UCL, the FID for the

same interaction was calculated at 82 meters.

To check if AIC might be preferable for all changepoint analyses, I reran the changepoint analyses

with  the  AIC  penalty  for  all  interactions.  This  resulted  in  one  or  more  changepoints  for  25

interactions (n=26), where the first changepoint after the start of the trial did not match with the

MBIC method and visual inspection. For 19 out of the 20 interactions, for which both AIC and

MBIC detected changepoints, the changepoint locations detected as flight initiation with the MBIC

penalty were also included when using the AIC penalty. However, AIC found 2.2±1.6 additional

changepoints per interaction on average, which did not represent the flight initiation.

Figure 4: Results from changepoint analyses of a wolf’s flight initiation during an experimental approach trial

using (A) MBIC penalty and (B) AIC penalty. The moment that the observers passed the passing position (PP)

and reached the observer end position (OEP) are indicated (see Figure 1).
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Resettling

The moment and location of resettling were found for 19 interactions (n = 26). For five interactions,

there was no flight response. Therefore, there was no resettling location. In one interaction, only the

flight initiation was detected, and the total flight, as observed visually, was shorter than 20 minutes.

As the temporal  resolution of the GPS positions used to identity  resettling was at  a 10-minute

interval, a flight of 20 minutes was too short to be detected with the changepoint analyses. For

another  interaction,  the wolf kept moving and did not stay stationary for a longer time period.

Therefore, its resettlement was not recorded within the post-disturbance period of three hours.

Figure 5: Resettling position of a wolf after an experimental approach trial detected with changepoint analysis

based on speed calculated from GPS positions taken at 10-minute intervals. Resettling location is defined as the

position after the changepoint. One-minute intervals in grey as reference to Figure 2, as the same approach trial

was used for visualisation.
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3.3 Discussion

In this chapter, I described and compared methods to detect wolf flight initiation and resettling

positions  during  experimental  approach  trials  from  spatial  data  with  a  high  spatio-temporal

resolution.  From 26 wolf-human interactions, UCL and changepoint analyses detected 21 and 20

flight responses respectively, and the two methods gave overall similar flight initiation distances.

For the majority of the interactions, the flight initiation distance was equal, as for resettling, for

most interactions a resettling location was found (19 out of 21 interactions with a flight). The flight

and  resettling  locations  also  matched  with  visual  inspections,  therefore  the  methods  seem

appropriate.

Upper control limit

The obtained UCL of 20.7 m/min is comparable with the UCL found in brown bears approached by

humans (15.1 m/min, Ordiz et al., 2019). With this UCL, the flight initiation could be identified for

all interactions where a flight was confirmed by visual inspection. However, filtering the control

data on one-minute time intervals (>30 and <90 seconds) was necessary to be able to calculate the

UCL. As the UCL was used as a defined limit between stationary and non-stationary behaviour, a

high UCL resulted in the inability to identify flight initiation. Therefore, omitting the deviating time

intervals resulted in a better estimate for the UCL, as I was interested in the ‘background’ speed

that is detected even when wolves are not moving due to GPS measurement error.

As described by  Montgomery (2007),  when a process exceeds the UCL,  the process is  out-of-

control, which in this case means that the wolf exceeds the speed limit in which it is considered

stationary.  In  the  brown bear  approach  studies,  the  UCL was  set  and checked  visually  before

defining the FID (Moen et al., 2012; Ordiz et al., 2019). Occasionally the UCL was exceeded with

only  one  position, and  visual inspection  showed  no  spatial  movement  when  this  occurred.

Therefore, I decided adding the condition that the flight is defined as the location before the UCL is

exceeded, only if the UCL is exceeded for more than one position.
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Changepoint analyses

Changepoint analyses depend on a certain length of data point segments to detect a change in mean

and variance. This means that it is important to have enough data at the beginning and at the end of

the time series (Killick et al., 2012). Specifically, this means that if the flight happens too early or

too late within the two-hour timeslot of one-minute positions, there will be a chance that none or

inaccurate  changepoints  are  found. As the current  protocol describes,  the passing position (PP)

needs to be reached minimum 10 minutes before the end of the approach period to ensure fine-

resolution data for the first 10 minutes of the wolf’s flight. However, since gaps in the data exist

with an average length of 3±1.3 minutes per gap, I would recommend reaching the passing position

(PP) at least 15 minutes before the approach period ends. Using 15 minutes as a buffer will likely

create  a  minimum of 10 positions,  which I  expect  will  be enough to avoid problems with the

changepoint analyses.

Changepoint  analyses  use  a  penalty  structure  to  test  the  likelihood  of  a  change  happening.

Different penalty methods are available, and in certain data specific cases it is known which penalty

gives the most accurate results in changepoint location  (Killick et al., 2012; Truong et al., 2020).

However, in interactions when the wolf’s flight duration is rather short, it might be expected that

changepoint analyses with an MBIC penalty will not be able to detect changepoints. When visual

inspection shows a flight that is not detected using MBIC penalty, it might be a possibility to use

AIC as a penalty, as changepoint analyses ran independently for every individual interaction. The

AIC is prone to overestimation as it increases the probability of detecting changepoints (Lavielle,

2005),  and  therefore,  flight  initiations  identified  with  this  method  should  always  be  checked

visually.

Resettling

Overall,  changepoint  analyses  detected  the  resettling  position  and  moment  with  10-minute

positioning  intervals.  Exceptions  were  if  the  resettling  did  not  take  place  within  the  post-

disturbance period or when the flight was too short.  Both exceptions can be detected by visual

inspection of the data. In case of an interaction with a short flight, detecting the resettling with the

one-minute  positions  might  be considered.  Additionally,  using  one-minute  positioning intervals

during the entire trial and post-disturbance period is a possibility. However, telemetry studies need

a  trade-off  between  the  positioning  frequency and  the  battery  life  of  the  GPS collar,  as  more
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frequent sending of positions shortens the battery life. Therefore, the method should not lead to

unnecessarily battery usage.

Comparing UCL and changepoint analyses

Overall,  both methods perform similarly well for detecting flight initiation.  As previous studies

have shown, both UCL and changepoint can be used successfully to detect flight initiation (Moen et

al., 2012, 2018; Ordiz et al., 2019; Viljanen, 2019). Additionally, visual inspection confirmed that

the detected flight initiations were likely. Therefore, I would consider both methods as similarly

appropriate for detecting flight initiation for experimental wolf approaches. However, both methods

have limitations.

The collars were programmed to save six positions before sending the positions over the cellular

network.  This resulted in  gaps in  the data,  corresponding with the time when the collars  were

transmitting the data. The gaps lead to a reduced temporal resolution, increasing the likelihood of

finding an earlier flight initiation since the flight initiation will be the last position before the gap.

The actual flight might have started within the gap. Therefore,  to avoid a bias in the FID it  is

recommended to exclude the approach trials with lacking data around the time of the suspected

flight initiation, which was done by Moen et al. (2012) in a comparable study conducting approach

trials on brown bears (Ursus arctos).  However, due to the small sample size, I decided to keep

approach trials with gaps, as the frequency of the occurrence of gaps was too high to exclude those

from the analyses. Imputation as an alternative method to account for the gap was inappropriate in

this  case  as  imputation  is  often  based  on  the  assumption  that  speed  is  relatively constant.

Furthermore, different imputation techniques can differ in results (Moritz et al., 2015).

Since  speed  is  based  on  the  distance  and  difference  in  time  between  consecutive  positions,

assuming a straight-line movement between the positions, longer time intervals lead to a loss of

spatial resolution, which will result in lower speeds. Conversely, occasional short intervals can lead

to higher speeds since the distance moved relative to the time interval is large. Therefore, the speed

in those deviating time intervals is not entirely comparable with the speed between one-minute

intervals.  To  avoid  additional  variation,  omitting  deviating  time  intervals  before  running  the

analyses might be an option. However, this also results in losing the temporal and spatial aspects of

those specific  positions.  Even though the speed has a bias compared with the rest  of the data,

omitting those positions resulted in less accurate flight initiation locations. 
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As for UCL, GPS measurement error can vary between collar type, location and environmental

factors.  Therefore,  it  might  be  necessary  to  calculate  the  UCL  separately  for  different  areas.

Additionally, UCL calculations do rely on control data. Using control data from when the wolves

were not moving, based on visual inspection, can result in interpretation errors. Although UCL is

also used for moving animals (Moen et al., 2012; Ordiz et al., 2019), selecting control data requires

a visual inspection, whereas changepoint analyses do not need control data. In the data used for this

chapter, UCL detected all flights, which were also confirmed by visual inspection. However, Moen

et al. (2012, 2018) reported cases in which visual inspection indicated a flight, but speed did not

exceed the UCL.

Changepoint analyses  do not require control data, and it  requires less data preparation, as it can

handle various data distributions. However, limitations like the bias towards the start and the end of

the time series, and the probability that a short flight might not result in a changepoint, should be

considered. Furthermore, changepoint analyses can be done in various ways, with a broad palette of

possible requirements. Therefore, it is adjustable to many types of data (Killick et al., 2012, 2016;

Truong et al., 2020). However, there is a risk of adjusting changepoint analyses to a desired result.

Therefore, results of changepoint analyses should always be interpreted with caution.

Recommendations

Both  methods  are  similarly  suitable  for  defining  flight  initiation, and  the  use  of  changepoint

analyses to determine the resettling position is appropriate. However, changepoint analyses increase

reproducibility and comparability for this type of studies, as it is more straight forward in use, does

not need control data, and can be used in a variety of situations. This is consistent with the objective

of this chapter, which was to develop a standardised method which increases reproducibility and is

applicable across different areas with varying levels of anthropogenic impact. For this reason, I will

use changepoint analyses as the most appropriate method for the pilot study on the flight response

of wolves during experimental human approaches in chapter II.
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4. Chapter II

Flight responses of wolves during experimental approaches by humans: 

A pilot study

4.1 Introduction

In predator-prey systems, the prey species can show anti-predator behaviour to avoid being preyed

upon  (Ydenberg  &  Dill,  1986;  Cooper  &  Frederick,  2007).  Prey  spend  time,  driven  by  fear

(Laundré  et  al.,  2001),  being  vigilant  and  adjusting  foraging  behaviour  to  lower  the  risk  of

predation  (Beale, 2007; Laundre et al., 2010; Eisenberg et al., 2014). When a prey encounters a

predator, it has three choices: flight, fight, or hide (Lima & Dill, 1990; Rupia et al., 2016; Roelofs,

2017). The response should increase an individual's fitness by helping individuals to stay alive in

order  to  increase  their  chance  of  reproduction  (Ydenberg  & Dill,  1986;  Lima  & Dill,  1990).

However, those responses come with an energetic cost, as the intensity of the response depends on

the perceived severity of the risk. Optimally, when the potential risk of staying exceed the costs of

fleeing, the animal should flee (Ydenberg & Dill, 1986; Cooper & Frederick, 2007). However, the

evaluation of the perceived risk and therefore, the animals’ response varies between individuals

(Beale, 2007).

It is not only prey species that show anti-predator behaviour. The same theory applies for predator

species  (Frid  & Dill,  2002),  which  can  show a  similar  set  of  behaviours  to  avoid  intra-guild

predation (Holt & Polis, 1997; Mech & Boitani, 2003; Wikenros et al., 2017) and as a response to

human-induced disturbances  (Gill et al., 1996; Frid & Dill, 2002; Moen et al., 2012). Similar to

prey, a predator’s response also depends on the perceived risk and therefore, should act on the risk

in a cost-effective way (Ydenberg & Dill, 1986; Frid & Dill, 2002). As described by Ydenberg &

Dill (1986), increased perceived risk leads to an increase in response, often measurable in the flight

distance.

Predators, such as wolves, tend to avoid human activities (Lesmerises et al., 2012; Milleret et al.,

2019; Carricondo-Sanchez et al., 2020). However, it is also known that wolves are using human-
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made structures, such as roads and bridges, to move through the landscape  (Zimmermann et al.,

2014;  Dickie  et  al.,  2017;  Bojarska  et  al.,  2020).  Due  to  protective  legislation,  wolves  are

recolonising into human-dominated landscapes (Chapron et al., 2014; Mech, 2017), resulting in an

increased chance of direct human-wolf encounters  (Penteriani et al., 2016; Kuijper et al., 2019).

Encountering humans is not without risk for wolves, as legal hunting, poaching, and infrastructure

increase wolf mortality (Colino-Rabanal et al., 2011; Liberg et al., 2012, 2020; Recio et al., 2018).

Currently,  human-related mortality limits  the population growth of wolves  (Liberg et  al.,  2012;

Kuijper  et  al.,  2019).  Hence,  human-caused disturbances are  expected to  result  in  anti-predator

behaviour  due to  a  potentially  lethal  risk for  the wolf  (Frid & Dill,  2002).  However,  it  is  not

expected that the perceived risk is uniform across individuals and situations, as previous experience

might affect animal responses (Beale, 2007; Milleret et al., 2019; Carricondo-Sanchez et al., 2020).

Responses of wolves to direct human encounters have been studied previously   (Karlsson et al.,

2007; Wam et al., 2014). However, previous studies based on VHF (very high frequency) collars

have a lower spatio-temporal resolution compared to newer GPS technology (Karlsson et al., 2007;

Moen et al.,  2012, 2018). Therefore, studying wolf responses using a high-resolution GPS data

gives  the  possibility  to  learn  more  about  flight  intensity  and flight  patterns,  as  a  higher  flight

intensity might be associated with longer flight distance, duration, displacement, higher speed, and

a straighter flight pattern. More intense flights come with a higher energetic cost, as the potential

result of perceiving a higher risk by the individual  (Ydenberg & Dill, 1986; Cooper & Frederick,

2007).

Within  this  chapter,  I  aimed  to  describe  the  flight  response  of  wild  GPS-collared  wolves  in

Scandinavia by conducting experimental human approach trials. This is, by my knowledge, the first

study assessing wolf flight responses towards humans with the use of high-frequency GPS data.

The main objectives for this chapter are (I) to demonstrate which variables can be obtained by the

method developed in Chapter I,  and (II) to conduct a pilot  study looking at effects  of different

explanatory variables (e.g. observer type, wind direction, noise) on different stages of the flight

(initial and overall flight response). Together, this information will allow me to identify behavioural

response patterns of wolves.
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Based on the second aim of this study, I hypothesised and predicted the following:

H1: Wolves will show predominantly flight responses, to a lesser degree hide responses, and fight

responses will not be observed.

P1: Changepoint analyses, in combination with visual inspection, will detect flight responses 

for most approach trials, not detecting a flight (hiding) will be rare, and none of the wolves 

will approach the observer or show aggressive behaviour.

H2:  The  perceived  risk  might  be  highest  just  before  the  observer(s)  passes  the  wolves  initial

location.

P2: The flight initiation of the wolves will  be before the observer(s)  passes the passing  

position (PP).

H3: It is possible to identify flight intensities based on the flight variables.

P3: There is a positive correlation between flight duration, distance, displacement, speed and 

straightness, along a gradient of low to high response intensity.

H4: Wolves  will  have a less intense flight  due to a lower perceived risk when the observer is

detected earlier (longer detection distance).

P4:  In  approach  trials  with  (a)  two observers ,  (b)  noisy  vegetation,  and  (c)  the  wind  

blowing from the observer to the wolf, wolves will leave their initial site earlier (longer FID).

H5: Wolves in concealed resting sites will perceive risk as lower due to the wolf's perception of

being less detectable by the observer(s).

P5: Wolves with more concealed starting positions will be associated with a shorter FID and 

a higher occurrence of no flight.

H6:  The  wolf’s  flight  is  an  evasive  action  based  on  a  perception  that  human  encounters  are

potentially lethal.

P6: Wolves will move away from the observer and the observer's track, and therefore will  

not interact with the track (e.g. cross the track).
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4.2 Methods

The  data  collection  for  this  chapter  followed  the  field  protocol  for  conducting  experimental

approaches on GPS-collared wolves, as described in the general methods.

Additionally,  during  approach  trials,  the  wind  direction  was  measured  at  the  observer  starting

position  (OSP)  using  the  observers’  clock.  The  wind  direction  was  measured  relative  to  the

observer when the observer was walking in a straight line towards the observer end position (OEP),

where 12 o’clock referred to a straight wind direction from the OEP towards the observer. For the

analyses, I converted the wind direction into a value between 0 and 1, where 0 was defined as the

wind blowing from the OEP towards the observer, and 1 was defined as the wind blowing from the

observer towards the OEP.

The horizontal vegetation cover of the wolf’s resting site or at the last GPS location before the

flight  was  measured  using  the  method  described  by  Ordiz  et  al.  (2009).  At  the  location,  the

observers placed a cylinder (brightly coloured with a length of 60 cm and diameter of 30 cm) and

measured  how far  they  could  move  before  the  cylinder  was  out  of  sight,  in  all  four  cardinal

directions. The average of the four directions was used as a proxy for concealment of the wolf’s

location before the flight.

Noise by walking through the vegetation was assessed in three levels (silent, medium, and noisy) as

the observer was passing the passing position (PP). The levels silent and medium occurred rarely (n

= 2, n = 4, respectively). Therefore, I pooled them and used two levels (noisy and not noisy) for

further analyses.

Data preparation

I used the software R (R Core Team, 2019) within the interface of R-Studio (RStudio Team, 2016)

for all data handling and analyses.  When two GPS collared wolves were approached in the same

approach trial, only one was included in the analyses, because the response of two wolves in a pair

cannot be considered to be independent of each other. If a flight was detected, I selected the wolf

which was closest to the original wolf starting position (WSP), which was defined at the start of the

trial. For stationary wolves, I chose the wolf which was passed closest by the observer.
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The flight initiation and resettling were extracted by applying changepoint analyses for both mean

and variance with an  MBIC (Modified Bayes Information System)  penalty  (Killick et al., 2016).

For 13 interactions changepoint analyses with an MBIC penalty detected changepoints indicating

the flight initiation. Visual inspection, as well as UCL (Upper Control Limit) analyses suggested

that the wolf fled in one additional interaction that was not identified with the MBIC penalty (see

chapter I). The flight initiation for this interaction was identified by rerunning changepoint analysis

with the AIC penalty.

Based on the obtained flight initiation and moment of resettling for every interaction separately, I

extracted the following variables:

Direct flight variables:

• Flight initiation distance: The distance in metres between the observer and the wolf at the

moment of flight initiation. 

• Minimum distance between observer and wolf: The shortest distance in metres between the

observer and the wolf during the approach trial.

• Time difference between flight and observer passing PP: The difference in time (in minutes)

between  the  observer  passing  the  PP  and  the  flight  initiation  of  the  wolf.  A  negative

difference defined the flight initiation before the observer passed the PP, and a positive

difference defined a flight initiation after the observer passed the PP.

Initial flight variables using one-minute positioning intervals:

• Initial speed: the average speed for the first 10 minutes of the flight, calculated using one-

minute positioning intervals and measured in metres per minute (m/min).

• Initial flight straightness: straightness index for the first 10 minutes after flight initiation.

The straightness index is a value between 0 and 1, representing how straight an individual

moved, where 1 represents a straight-line movement. The index was calculated by dividing

the straight-line displacement by the accumulated distance moved over the same amount of

time.

Overall flight variables using 10-minute positioning intervals:
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• Flight duration: the difference in minutes between the flight initiation and resettling.

• Flight distance: the accumulated distance from flight initiation until resettling following the

wolf’s flight path based on 10-minute positioning intervals, the distance was measured in

metres.

• Flight displacement: the linear distance between the flight initiation and resettling, distance

measured in metres.

• Overall speed: the average speed for the total flight, calculated using 10-minute positioning

intervals and measured in metres per minute (m/min).

• Overall flight straightness: straightness index for the total flight, calculated using 10-minute

positioning intervals.

Analyses

I looked at relations between variables by using non-parametric Spearman’s rank-order correlation

tests  (Dytham,  2011),  visualised  using  the  ggplot2  package  (Wickham,  2009) and  the  GGally

package  (Schloerke et al.,  2018). To look at differences in the median of a continuous variable

between categorical variables, I used the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test (Dytham, 2011).

Flight patterns were inspected visually via the MoveVis package (Schwalb‐Willmann et al., 2020)

and the ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2009).

I did not include territory and year during further analyses due to the small sample size, as the

Varåa  territory  had  eight  interactions,  Juvberget  had  six  interactions  and  Magnor  had  three

interactions. None of the variables showed a clear difference between the territories (see appendix

2).  In  the  year  2018,  there  were  eight  interactions,  and  in  2019  there  were  nine  interactions,

including one interaction in January 2020 (see appendix 3). However, there was only a significant

difference in minimum observer-wolf distance between 2018 and 2019 (Wilcoxon rank-sum test: W

= 6, p = 0.002). The FID did not show a difference between years (Wilcoxon rank-sum test: W =

12, p = 0.142).
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4.3 Results

In total, 26 wolves were passed by humans during 17 approach trials. No wolves were seen or heard

during the approach trials and therefore, no fight responses were observed.  During an approach

trial, one or two collared wolves were present, whereas the presence of uncollared pack members

during trials was unknown. On average, an individual wolf was approached four times (range = 2-

7), with either one observer (n = 16) or two observers (n = 10). For nine approach trials where two

GPS-collared wolves were present, they either both fled or both stayed stationary. I selected one

wolf for each trial as described in the methods.  

Flight initiation and resettling

In total, I calculated the flight initiation distance (FID), initial speed, and initial straightness for 14

interactions (Table 2), while for three interactions no flight initiation was detected or seen by visual

inspection.  In 9 out of 14 interactions,  the flight initiation of the wolf was  before the observer

passed the passing position  (Figure 6). On average, wolves left 2.2 minutes before the observer

passed the passing position (Table 2). For two interactions, the resettling location of the wolf was

not found, either due to a short flight where changepoint analysis did not detect a changepoint or

due  to  continuous  movement  until  the  10-minutes  positioning  ended.  For  12  interactions,  I

calculated the variables for the overall flight (Table 2).

Table 2: Overview of the descriptive statistics for all variables extracted based on the flight initiation and resettling

positions detected by using changepoint analyses for 17 experimental human approach trials on wolves.
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Figure 6: A) Time difference between the start of the wolf's flight and the observer passing

the passing position (PP) of wolves during experimental approach trials by humans, where a

negative time difference indicates a flight started before the observer passed the PP. B) The

distance from the observer to the PP at flight initiation, where negative distance indicates a

distance before passing and positive after the observer passed the PP.
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Flight intensity

Flight  distance,  duration  and displacement  were  all  positively  correlated  (rs >  0.90,  Figure  7).

Additionally, the overall flight speed had a strong correlation with flight distance (rs > 0.70), and a

modest positive correlation with flight displacement and duration (rs > 0.50). Initial speed showed

modest correlations with overall speed, flight distance and flight displacement (rs > 0.40), while the

initial straightness only showed weak or very weak correlations with the other variables (rs < 0.30).

The overall straightness showed a modest negative correlation with flight displacement, distance,

duration and overall speed (rs < -0.40, Figure 7).

Figure 7: Correlation matrix with correlation coefficients showing relations between the variables,  using non-

parametric Spearman’s rank-order correlation tests. The variables were extracted from experimental human

approach trials on wolves.
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Effects on FID and flight intensity

The FID did not differ significantly between one or two observers (Wilcoxon rank-sum test:  W =

16, p = 0.32). However, the distribution of the FID for two observers had a wider range (Figure

8A). There was a difference in median flight displacement between observer types (Wilcoxon rank-

sum test:  W = 2, p = 0.01,  Figure 8B) and a difference in flight duration between observer types

(Wilcoxon rank-sum test:  W = 5, p = 0.048), were flight displacement and flight duration was

longer when two observer were present. The variables flight distance, initial speed, and initial and

overall straightness, did not differ significantly.

Figure  8:  Data  distributions  for  A)  flight  initiation  distance  (FID)  and  for  B)  flight

displacement  showing  the  difference  between  number  of  observers.  The  variables  were

extracted from experimental human approach trials on wolves.
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The FID showed no difference in the median between the levels of noise (Wilcoxon rank-sum test:

W = 27,  p  = 0.12).  However,  the  distribution  of  the  FID for  noisy environments  had a  more

extensive range (Figure 9A). There was a difference in median overall speed between the noise

levels (Wilcoxon rank-sum test: W = 0, p = 0.004, Figure 9B), were the overall speed was higher

with less noisy vegetation. The variables flight distance, displacement, duration, initial speed, and

initial and overall straightness, did not showed a significant difference.

Figure  9: Data distributions for A) the flight initiation distance (FID) and for B) the overall

speed showing the differences between the level of  noise.  The variables were extracted from

experimental human approach trials on wolves.
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The relative wind direction and FID showed a strong correlation (rs = 0.72, n=8, Figure 10A), with

longer FIDs at winds blowing towards the wolf starting position. The overall speed had a strong

negative correlation with relative wind direction (rs = -0.95, n=7, Figure 10B) and flight distance

showed a strong negative correlation with relative wind direction (rs = -0.73, n=7). Higher overall

speed  was  found  at  winds  blowing  from the  wolf  starting  position  towards  the  observer.  The

variables flight displacement, initial speed, and initial and overall straightness, did not correlated

with the relative wind direction.

Figure  10:  The  relation between relative  wind direction  and,  A)  flight  initiation distance

(FID) and B) overall speed where a relative wind direction of 1 represents wind blowing from

the observer towards the wolf's  location.  The variables were extracted from experimental

human approach trials on wolves.
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Concealment and FID

Concealment  and FID showed a modest positive correlation (rs = 0.61,  n=8).  Additionally,  the

concealment for two interactions where the wolf did not flee was four and six meters, respectively.

Therefore,  more  concealed  resting  sites  resulted  in  a  shorter  FID,  compared  to  less  concealed

resting sites (Figure 11). 

Flight patterns

By visually assessing the approach trials, I found that during eight flights, the wolf did not cross or

interact with the observer’s track and diverted away from the observer(s). The flights did not look

particularly straight (Figure 12C). During six flights, the wolf did interact with the observer’s track

by either crossing the track (n = 2) or circling back to the observer’s track before moving away (n =

4) (Figure 12A). During three approach trials, the wolf did not initiate flight. During four approach

trials, the minimum distance between wolf and observer decreased after flight initiation resulting in

a shorter minimum wolf-observer distance compared to the FID. Visual inspection showed that for

three approach trials, this was due to lower flight speeds or change of flight direction which resulted

in a temporally decrease of distance between the observer and the wolf. In one approach trial, the

wolf moved parallelly in the direction of the observer and circled to the observer’s track after the

observer passed, before moving away. The minimum wolf-observer distance was the moment when

the wolf was perpendicular relative to the observer.

Figure 11: The relation between concealment and FID, based on the concealment of the wolves

initial  site  and  the  flight  initiation  during  experimental  approach  trials  by  human. Where

concealment represents the distance of visibility, therefore lower values is a higher concealment.
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Figure 12 shows two approach trials, where A) and B) visualised a lower intensity flight, with an

FID of 83 metres, a flight distance of 1006 metres, a duration of 49 minutes, and with an overall

speed  of  28  m/min  (see  appendix  4,  Approach_ID:  A2018-10-25_juv  for  all  variables).  The

concealment  of the resting site  was 7 metres,  the vegetation  was noisy,  and one observer  was

present. The approach trial in C) and D) visualise a higher intensity flight, with an FID of 309

metres, a flight distance of 3841 metres, a duration of 109 minutes, and with an overall speed of 39

m/min (see appendix 3, Approach_ID: A2019-12-30_juv for all variables). The concealment of the

resting site was 25 metres, the vegetation was noisy, and two observers were present.
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Figure 12: Two representations of an experimental approach trial on wolves, showing the spatial patterns for a lower intensity flight (A and B) and a higher intensity flight (C and

D). The red dot at the observer tracks (A and C) indicates the location of the observer at the time of flight initiation. In C and D, the black line represents one-minute interval speed

data until 10 minutes after flight initiation (grey line), the dashed line represents the 10-minute interval speed data, and the dotted-dashed line represents the distance in metres

between observer and wolf. The red vertical line indicates the observer passing the passing position (PP).



4.3 Discussion

Flight initiation and observer passing

Wolves were not seen or heard during approach trials, even when the observer passed the

wolf relatively close. Kuijper et al. (2019) described getting closer than 100 metres to wolves

as ‘risk-enhancing human behaviour’. However, during approach trials, no indications have

been observed of any risks for the observers, i.e. no fight response. Other similar studies on

wolves and brown bears reported similar experiences as the wolf/bear did not show any risk

increasing behaviour (Karlsson et al., 2007; Moen et al., 2012; Ordiz et al., 2019). Consistent

with  prediction  one,  most  wolves  left  their  initial  site  resting  site  and  showed  no  fight

behaviour. Additionally, during some interactions, the wolf did not initiated flight or initiated

flight  after  the  observer  passed.  However,  most  wolf  left  before  the  observer  passed  the

passing position, which was consistent with prediction two. 

Flight intensity

Flight distance, duration and displacement were positively correlated, overall speed showed a

strong positive correlation with flight displacement and duration. The other variables did not

show strong correlations. Therefore, overall speed, flight duration, distance and displacement

might  reflect  the intensity  of the flight,  which partially  confirms prediction three.  Longer

distances and higher speeds can be seen as a higher intensity flight (Ydenberg & Dill, 1986).

Straightness and initial speed seem not to reflect the flight intensity in my data.

Based on the strong correlations between flight displacement, distance, duration and overall

speed, I consider those variables as a proxy for flight response intensity. More intense flights

were characterised by longer flight duration and further flight distance with higher overall

speeds, while lower intense flights were flights with shorter flight distances and lower speeds.

However, it seems that a more intense flight does not result in a straighter flight pattern.

Effects on FID and flight intensity 

The  FIDs  did  not  show  a  significant  difference  between  observer  types.  However,  the

observer type with two observers had a more extensive range, including some longer FIDs
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with  two observers  present,  which  was  consistent  with  my prediction  four(a).  The flight

distance  and  displacements  did  show  a  significant  difference  between  the  number  of

observers,  where two observers  resulted  in  longer  flights.  Therefore,  in  contrast  with my

prediction four(a), a longer flight with two observers might indicate a higher perceived risk by

the wolf, resulting in a more intense flight.

Approach trials with noisier vegetation showed a more extensive range of FIDs, compared to

not noisy vegetation for which all FIDs were quite short. This might indicate, as I expected in

prediction four(b), that there is a longer detection distance with nosier vegetation. However,

the difference in the FID between noise levels was not significant. The overall speed showed

a significant difference between noisy and not noisy vegetation, where the overall speed was

higher with not noisy vegetation This suggests that the flight had a lower flight intensity with

noisy  vegetation  (early  detection),  which  was  consistent  with  my  prediction  four(b).

Additionally, the sudden late detection of the observer with little vegetation noise resulted in

an intense flight, I expect this was the result of the wolf’s response perceiving suddenly a high

risk.

A strong positive correlation between the relative wind direction and FID showed that the FID

increased when the wind blew towards the wolf’s starting position (WSP), which confirmed

my prediction four(c). Overall speed and flight distance showed negative correlations with the

relative wind direction, indicating longer distance and higher overall speeds when the wind

blew from the wolf towards the observer. This might be an indication that when the wolf

detected  the  observer  earlier,  it  perceived  a  lower risk,  and therefore  resulted  in  a  lower

intense flight, which I expected with prediction four(c).

Concealment and FID

A modest correlation between the FID and concealment might indicate that wolves perceive

lower risk when they are more concealed, which was partially consistent with prediction five.

I expected that a shorter FID could be associated with more concealed wolf starting positions.

Two interactions  without  a  flight  (hide  response)  had  a  concealed  wolf  starting  position,

which also gives the impression that the wolf perceived the risk as lower. However, other

aspects, e.g. wind direction and noise, might have affected the detectability of the observer(s).

I cannot conclude if the perceived risk by the wolf was lower due to the wolf’s perception of

being less detectable by the observer(s) or because the wolf did not detect the observer(s).
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Flight patterns 

The majority  of  flight  patterns  showed wolves diverting  away from the observer  and the

observer's track, which I expected in prediction six, however during four interactions the wolf

circled back to the track before leaving and in two interactions it crossed the observer’s track.

Circling  back  to  the  observer’s  track  is  also  noted  by  Karlsson  et  al.  (2007) as  they

hypothesised  that  the  wolf  might  have  tried  to  catch  the  scent  of  the  observer  before

continuing the flight (Karlsson et al., 2007). However, I also found two interactions were the

wolf crossed the observer's track and continued the flight. Therefore, I would suggest that

there is also the possibility that a wolf might not knowingly circle back to the observer’s

track, but ‘bumps’ into the track during his flight, resulting in two possible choices the wolf

can  make,  either  crossing  the  track  and  continuing  his  flight  as  previously  planned  or

diverting away from the observer’s track and changing his intended flight plan. Future studies

with more data and with the additional use of, e.g. accelerometry data  (Bouet, 2019) might

give the possibility to study this reaction.

Overall, the flight patterns seem to confirm the pattern of a more intense flight, with higher

overall  speed  and  longer  flight  distance  and  duration.  Additionally,  it  showed  that  more

intense flights did not result in straighter (more linear) flights. Occasionally in more intense

flights, I observed the circling back to the observer’s track pattern, this might suggest that the

wolf changed his perceived risk during the flight and increased the overall flight intensity,

after interacting with the observer’s track.

Observer detection and perceived safety

The variables used in this pilot study reflect roughly two categories: the probability that the

wolf detects  the observers and the wolf’s perception of safety at its location.  Wolves rely

mostly on olfactory and auditory signals to perceive their surroundings  (Harrington & Asa,

2003). Therefore, detection of the observer would be affected by observer type, the noise of

the environment  and the wind direction.  Other studies have shown similar  patterns  where

animals fled earlier as the detection of the observer was higher (Moen et al., 2012; Wam et al.,

2014). Additionally, wind speed might affect how the observer’s scent is carried through the

landscape. Karlsson et al. (2007) showed that with increasing wind speeds the FID decreased,

regardless of the wind direction.  For wolves it  might be challenging to detect the moving

observer by scent alone, as wolves use a criss-cross movement pattern in order to follow an
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airborne scent (Harrington & Asa, 2003). In this pilot study, I showed that wolves might flee

earlier when the wind was directed towards the wolves, with a higher noise level and with

more observers present. However, I did not account for wind speeds, as the data was not

sufficient enough to include.

The  location  where  the  wolf  stayed  at  the  start  of  the  approach  trial  might  affect  the

assessment of risk when the observer is detected. Wolves in very concealed resting sites might

feel  safer  and  do not  leave  until  the  threat  is  close.  Additionally,  as  Wam et  al.  (2012)

showed, wolves can adjust their strategy in choosing a rest site on a more concealed location

after being disturbed. In this pilot  study, I showed a modest correlation between FID and

concealment, when the wolf’s initial site was less concealed (longer visibility in metres), the

FID increased.  Moen et al. (2012) showed a similar pattern for Scandinavian brown bears,

where the  FID increased  as  the horizontal  vegetation  structure  was less  dense.  However,

spatial data does not show the moment when the wolf detects the observer, but rather shows

the moment when the wolf responds spatially by dislocation. To find the initial physiological

response to an approaching human, including accelerometry data from the wolf’s GPS-collar

might increase the level of understanding how wolves respond to human disturbances through

fine-scale moment such as head movement (Bouet, 2019). This can lead to a better distinction

between the factors affecting the detection of the disturbance and which factors affect the

flight, as concealment of the resting site might affect the moment of flight, regardless of the

detection.  However,  as I also showed in this  pilot  study, that  flight  intensity  seems to be

higher when the probability of detecting the observer is lower. This suggests a late detection

of the observer results in a higher energetic cost for the flight, due to a higher perception of

risk (Ydenberg & Dill, 1986; Frid & Dill, 2002).

Data limitation 

The sample size in this pilot study was small and limited to only three territories, with a total

of six wolves,  which also partly  changed between the two years. I  could not account for

individual differences between the wolves, as individual choices would be expected  (Beale,

2007). Within this data, I did not find clear differences in response variables between the

territories. However, between the years, I did find a difference in minimum observer-wolf

distance. Therefore, this variable was not used in further analyses. Furthermore, I excluded

year and territory from the analyses, as I assumed that the effect within this data would be
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minimal as no differences were found. However, for future studies with larger sample size, I

would advise considering the effects of individuals, territories and years.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I demonstrated which variables can be obtained by the method described in

chapter I. I conducted a pilot study where I showed that: 

1) Most wolves show a flight response, while some wolves showed a hide response. However,

none of the wolves showed a fight response.

2) Wolves generally initiate their flight before the observer passed the passing position.

3)  A  longer  flight  duration,  distance,  displacement  and  higher  overall  speed  (but  not

straightness) might be an indication of higher flight intensity.

4) More observers, the wind blowing from the wolf and lower noise level might increase the

flight intensity.

5)  The  wolf’s  perception  of  risk  might  be  affected  by  the  horizontal  vegetation  cover

surrounding the wolf’s location.

6) Wolves’  flights generally  diverted away from the observer,  with occasional  interaction

with the observer’s track.

However, as the sample size was limited for the analyses, it would be advisable to continue

studying wolves’ responses to humans. With this pilot study, I showed the potential of studies

with a high spatio-temporal resolution for experimental approaches on wolves. As human-

wildlife conflicts are increasing, future studies might inform conservation and management.

Increasing knowledge of wolf behaviour towards humans might improve coexistence with

carnivores.
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Appendices
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Appendix 1. Time difference in seconds between consecutive wolf GPS positions relative to

the speed in m/min. The data consist of control data when wolves were not moving, based on

visual inspection. The vertical black lines represent 30 and 90 seconds. 22 observations with

more than 250 seconds time difference are omitted  from the graph to increase readability

(range = 8 - 532 seconds, n = 998). 
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Appendix 2:  Effect  of territories on the different variables based on experimental  human

approach trials on wolves.
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Appendix 3. Effect of year on the different variables based on experimental human approach

trials on wolves.
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Appendix 4. Table with variables for 17 interactions from the experimental human approach trials

on wolves.
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